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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

According to a “senior European politician,” World Health Organization Director-General Tedros

Adhanom Ghebreyesus conAded to him in private that he believes COVID-19 was the result of a

catastrophic accident at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) in Wuhan, China.  Publicly, in a June

14, 2022, press conference, Ghebreyesus stated:

“We do not yet have the answers as to where it came from or how it entered the human

population. Understanding the origins of the virus is very important scienti:cally to prevent

future epidemics and pandemics.

But morally, we also owe it to all those who have suffered and died and their families. The

longer it takes, the harder it becomes. We need to speed up and act with a sense of

urgency.

All hypotheses must remain on the table until we have evidence that enables us to rule

certain hypotheses in or out. This makes it all the more urgent that this scienti:c work be

kept separate from politics.

The way to prevent politicization is for countries to share data and samples with

transparency and without interference from any government. The only way this scienti:c

work can progress successfully is with full collaboration from all countries, including China,

where the :rst cases of SARS-CoV-2 were reported.”

The WHO Was Quick to Dismiss Lab Leak Claims

As you may recall, in the latter part of 2020, the WHO established a scientiAc advisory group to

investigate the origin of SARS-CoV-2, which just so happened to include individuals who weren’t

exactly impartial. That’s not surprising, considering China was allowed to hand pick the team.

Among those selected was Peter Daszak,  Ph.D., president of EcoHealth Alliance, who has close

professional ties to the WIV and who had already gone on record dismissing the lab-origin theory as

“pure baloney.”

He was also the mastermind behind the publication of a group of scientists’ statement condemning

such inquiries as “conspiracy theory.”  Daszak’s “scientiAc consensus” was then relied on by the

media to “debunk” theories and evidence showing the pandemic virus most likely originated from a

laboratory.

February 9, 2021, this task force declared the WIV and two other biosafety level 4 laboratories in

Wuhan had nothing to do with the COVID-19 outbreak, and that the lab-escape theory would no

longer be part of the investigation.  With that, the WHO declared its China investigation

completed, and said it would consider expanding the scope of the investigation to look into other

sources, such as imported frozen Ash from overseas.

It was only after 14 nations criticized the Andings as heavily compromised that Ghebreyesus

relented, admitting there were [aws in the report, and ordered a new investigation. A preliminary

report  from this new group, the ScientiAc Advisory Group for the Origins of Novel Pathogens

(SAGO), was released June 9, 2022. In the featured video, Dr. John Campbell reviews the Andings in

this report.

Saga Continues With SAGO

“I don’t know whether to laugh or cry, really” Campbell says after introducing the SAGO report — a

prelude that tips us off that this report, as previous ones, leaves a lot to be desired. In summary,

while SAGO doesn’t dismiss the lab leak theory completely, it still considers it unlikely, and doubles

down on the natural zoonotic spillover theory.

While Ghebreyesus did send two letters to Chinese authorities requesting more information that

might help evaluate the lab leak theory, SAGO was not provided with any such material, so one

wonders what they used to reach the conclusion that it’s unlikely.

SAGO does discuss the very real possibility of lab escapes, noting it has happened before, and

states there’s a need to identify a) gain of function research in which pathogens are made deadlier,

and b) dual use research of concern, meaning research on pathogens that can be used for both

defensive and offensive purposes.

As explained by Campbell, a virus might be studied to understand a disease or create a vaccine, but

the Andings could also be put to use in the creation of a bioweapon, for example.

Questions Remain Around US Funding

Campbell also points out that the National Institutes of Health in the U.S. canceled funding for bat

coronavirus research at the WIV in April 2020, so it’s clear the NIH had in fact funded such research.

What’s not clear is whether the NIH has released everything related to this research.

As discussed by investigative journalist Paul Thacker in a June 21, 2022, Substack article,  the

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) has also been “less than candid” about its

funding to the EcoHealth Alliance, and by extension, the WIV.

We know that Daszak submitted a grant proposal to DARPA in 2018 to collect and study bat viruses

in China with the intent to create chimeras with increased transmissibility and/or virulence. DARPA

oacially rejected the proposal, noting that since it involved gain of function, a risk mitigation plan

would have to be included were it to be funded in the future.

DARPA has publicly denied ever funding the EcoHealth Alliance, either directly or indirectly, but

internal documents obtained from a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the University of

California at Davis suggests otherwise. As reported by Thacker:

“Around the same time that EcoHealth Alliance (EHA) submitted their proposal to DARPA in

2018, UC Davis researchers were discussing a pandemic preparedness program they run

and the year-:ve budgets for their partners including EHA [EcoHealth Alliance], Metabiota,

and the Smithsonian Institution ...

UC Davis’s Elizabeth Leasure ... wrote that a DARPA award would start up in October. Ms.

Leasure then added, ‘Some current staff/other costs will be moved to DARPA once the

subaward is in place ...’

In an email responding to Ms. Leasure, UC Davis researcher Jonna Mazet wrote that the

primary cause for the increase in EHA’s budget was personnel costs, adding that Peter

Daszak’s ‘compensation increased by 24% from last year.’

Desptite emails showing UC Davis researchers paid EcoHealth Allliance with DARPA

monies, the research agency has their story and they’re sticking to it ... These latest

revelations add to a growing body of evidence that the Biden Administration is not

interested in reviewing activities by the EcoHealth Alliance.”

Genetic Overlap Is Too Small to Suggest Zoonotic Origin

According to SAGO, genetic sequencing suggests the ancestral strains of SARS-CoV-2 are of

zoonotic origin. The closest genetically-related viruses, beta coronaviruses, have been identiAed in

Rhinolophus bats. The closest genetic overlaps are with a bat virus collected in China in 2013

(96.1%) and a bat virus collected in Laos in 2020 (96.8%).

Based on those genetic overlaps, SAGO concludes (at least preliminarily) that the strongest

evidence points to a zoonotic spillover event. “But does that stand up to scientiAc scrutiny?”

Campbell asks, adding that this, in and of itself, is not actually scientiAc evidence for zoonotic

spillover.

For comparison, consider the genetic overlap between humans and chimps is 98.9%, yet notice how

different we are. Even tiny genetic variations create huge differences. The overlap between one

human and another is 99.9%, so while our genetic makeup is very, very close to identical, large

dissimilarities in looks, behavior and disposition are noticeable.

Humans and bananas, meanwhile, share about 60% of their genetic code, yet you’d be hard-pressed

to And anyone who thinks there are any similarities whatsoever between the two. All of that is to

say that overlaps in the 96% range simply aren’t anywhere near close enough to suggest SARS-CoV-

2 came from bats.

“It’s nothing like enough, yet they say this is the strongest possible evidence. Why would a

scienti:c group say that?” Campbell asks.

As evidence for his comments, Campbell points out that SAGO chairwoman, professor Marietjie

Venter, has previously stated that “the precursor viruses that have been identiAed in bats are

deAnitely not close enough to be the virus that spilled over into humans.”

And, while SAGO claims the strongest evidence points to zoonotic spillover, they admit that neither

the virus progenitors, nor the natural or intermediate hosts, or the actual spillover event to humans,

have been identiAed. Basically, most of the basic evidences are still missing to explain this

pandemic as the result of zoonotic spillover.

It’s even a clear contradiction to, on the one hand, claim Rhinolophus bat viruses are the most likely

source, and on the other admit that the virus progenitors (the ancestors of the virus) have not been

identiAed. In conclusion, none of the three pieces of evidence that would help prove zoonotic

spillover have been found, so concluding zoonotic origin is rather illogical.

New Information Pointing Toward Lab Leak

While Campbell says we don’t have any direct evidence for SARS-CoV-2 being a manmade lab

creation either, I’ve published many articles over the past two and a half years in which I review data

suggesting just that. If you’re a paid subscriber to my Substack, you can search through the

archives there.

One piece of evidence we’ve not covered before comes from Canadian scientist Marian Laderoute.

In mid-June 2022, she submitted for publication a scientiAc review titled, “Trained Immunity

Involving HERV-K102 Activation May Promote Recovery From COVID-19 Providing a New

Vaccination Paradigm Against Pandemic RNA Viruses.”

At the time of this writing, the paper is only available on her Substack.  According to Laderoute,

details surrounding HERV-K102 activation may be relevant to the search for SARS-CoV-2’s origin.

She notes:

“[It] seems quite plausible that the original Wuhan strain had already undergone selection

by the human immune system prior to its inadvertent ‘accidental’ release in fall of 2019.

This conclusion was also reached by as early as May 2020 based on the sequencing of

SARS-CoV-2 compared with SARS-CoV-1 over the :rst few months of spread in humans.

This new review provides the rationale to suggest in contrast to the :rst report of SAGO

released June 9, 2022, that the lab-leak hypothesis is instead, the most likely source of the

SARS-CoV-2 pandemic virus.”

According to Laderoute, HERV-K102 — a human replication-competent endogenous retrovirus that

protects against viruses and plays a role in several chronic diseases  — is a crucial defense

mechanism against severe COVID-19. HERV-K102-trained immunity is basically part of your innate

immunity.

Previous research  has shown HERV-K102 also helps defend against HIV-AIDS, by providing an

early protective innate immune response against replication of the HIV-1 virus.

“ Only humans have HERV-K102, so the only way
to give a bat-related coronavirus the ability to
inhibit HERV-K102 would be by passaging the virus
through humanized mice, and we know that’s been
done.”

Laderoute points out SARS-CoV-2 has built in several mechanisms for targeting HERV-K102 particle

production and release, and this, she insists, not only validates that HERV-K102 defends against

severe COVID infection but also “strongly supports the lab-leak hypothesis.”

Why? Because selection of these particular traits “could not have occurred in animals, as only

humans have the endogenous retrovirus K102 (HERV-K102) protector foamy virus,” she says. Since

this endogenous retrovirus exists only in humans, the only way to give a bat-related coronavirus the

ability to inhibit HERV-K102 would be by passaging the virus through humanized mice, and we know

that’s been done.

One such experiment was published in October 2019.  One of the authors was virologist Ralph

Baric, Ph.D., who also happens to have links to the WIV and its gain of function research on

coronaviruses.

Laderoute also explains why and how HERV-K102 must Arst clear the SARS-CoV-2 virus before the

adaptive arm of your immune system can produce neutralizing antibodies. When HERV-K102 is

impaired, this doesn’t happen, neutralizing antibodies are not produced and the infection rages out

of control until it kills the host. Put another way, it appears SARS-CoV-2 is made in such a way as to

inhibit innate immunity Arst, which inhibits adaptive immunity second.

She goes into many other details in her paper as well, but suace it to say, this unique feature — the

inhibition of HERV-K102, which only exists in humans — does appear to support the theory that

SARS-CoV-2 was created by scientists and somehow got out.

New Frankenstein Experiments Underway

As if that weren’t bad enough, we now have evidence showing scientists are splicing together the

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein — the most toxic, diseases-causing part — with proteins from HIV-1, the

virus that contributes to AIDS (along with other coinfections).

In a June 20, 2022, Twitter post,  Jikkyleaks linked to a recent patent,  Aled April 7, 2022, for a

“Non-integrating HIV-1 comprising mutant RT/IN proteins and the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein.” What

could possibly go wrong? If COVID-19 is any indication, just about everything.

“Do you see why the whole of virology needs to be shut down?” Jikkyleaks writes.  “These

psychopaths are making more HIV-1 with SARS-CoV-2 in labs, and they want you to be

thankful to them.”

If we want to prevent another pandemic such as the one the whole world has now suffered through,

the key goal should be to demand a ban on all gain of function research and dual use research.

The justiAcation that we “need” this kind of research to “stay ahead” of natural mutations is nothing

but a ruse. Most outbreaks of novel viruses have been the result of lab leaks. They were not natural.

We don’t actually need this kind of research. It’s almost all risk and very little potential beneAt.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,720 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The release of Covid-19 was no accident. The release of the Covid-19 was intentional and was part of the plan to reduce the world

population while bringing in the global reset.  The people responsible for this are evil and must all be ELIMINATED through quick court

proeedings, found guilty and executed.
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I’ve been trying to Agure out what evidence we have of this, other than the word of Li-Meng Yan? I’m not sure if that’s enough for

court
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Did 'Catastrophic Accident' Start COVID-19?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

According to a “senior European politician,” World Health Organization Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus conAded to him in private that

he believes COVID-19 was the result of a catastrophic accident at the Wuhan Institute of Virology in Wuhan, China

&

In late 2020, the WHO established a scientiAc advisory group to investigate the origin of SARS-CoV-2. This highly compromised group concluded

there was nothing to the lab leak theory and that it would no longer be investigated

&

After sharp criticism, the WHO agreed to set up another investigative committee. The ScientiAc Advisory Group for the Origins of Novel Pathogens

(SAGO) released its Arst preliminary report June 9, 2022

&

According to SAGO, the lab leak theory is unlikely and it too insists the “strongest evidence” points to zoonotic spillover. This despite the fact that

none of the three basic pieces of data that would support zoonotic origin have been identiAed

&

HERV-K102 — a human replication-competent endogenous retrovirus that protects against viruses — is a crucial defense mechanism against severe

COVID-19. SARS-CoV-2 has several mechanisms for targeting HERV-K102, and this strongly supports the lab-leak hypothesis

&

The selection of these traits could not have occurred in animals, as only humans have HERV-K102. The only way to give a bat-related coronavirus the

ability to inhibit HERV-K102 would be by passaging the virus through humanized mice, and we know that’s been done

&
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Dr. David Martin has the best take on the origins of, and motivations for, the pandemic that I've heard. Based entirely on hard

documented evidence going back 23 years. A recent interview lays it all out (www.bitchute.com/.../kTdCTcjY5yOp ). His

projections can easily be explained by the following mechanisms

(www.trialsitenews.com/a/have-we-entered-a-self-sustaining-modus-operan.. ).
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The nanobot shots are the bioweapon. The covid story was merely to begin a "pandemic of fear" that would convince people to

take the experimental nanobot shot (at any cost) that would "save" them from the "deadly pandemic" that never was! How well

has that worked out for humanity, so far?
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KJ1990, there is LOTS of hard core evidence! Please see my comment, a late family member who was bacteriologist/researcher

for the NIH commented, before the COVID matter hit, that "they should not go experimenting with viruses, it is very dangerous

and lab leaks are likely". Further, there were tons of medical lies and misleads. Consider: Is it so much as possible to eradicate a

virus...at all....let alone to "[atten t he curve" within a mere 14 days? Come on. This was a LIE!

We have Fauci on Alm, and a WHO member, both saying that asymptomatic carriers "in all of world history" were never the

drivers of disease spread, particularly with regard to upper respiratory infections! Then they both mysteriously back peddled,

hmmmm.....feet walking two ways! Heh? We have Fauci's emails proving that lab experiments were afoot! We have "oh come on

don't get any masks" to " you are a murderer if you don't wear your mask" to "masks on, masks off, run free, hunker down!"

The equivalent of what happened in the WWII concentration camps, "Stand up, sit down!" While locking up the whole globe, the

well and the sick alike, for the longterm! Hey, and let us ask that all important question, WHY? WHY would a virus be so

contagious and spread so rapidly, anyway? That was when I fully suspected that it was lab bred, and I started to ask around. The

science sources I consulted, did not make sense to me when they answered no.

There had to be an explanation for this! Then came the fact that the numbers were being fudged, and hospitals paid off,

whoever would have thought it? Found on the The CDC's website: Doctors may diagnose based on "probable cause of death by

Covid19" with no testing required to conArm! Oh and the US SUrgeon General was announced on news to have abandoned

predictive models of death numbers and using actual numbers instead, imagine that? While the rest of the world went right on

[aunting their morose game. No proof in court? You kidding? There is tons more!
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One more piece of evidence to weigh in. At the beginning of the pandemic declaration, I went to the Wuhan lab's website. In

plain English, there were stacks and stacks, miles deep, of articles about bat coronaviruses and the genetic modiAcation

thereof. Next, going back to the same site just days later, the articles were suddenly all in Chinese, no English available. Go back

again, and now the same website misdirected the reader to the Beijing lab, and then to another lab, bouncing the reader from

lab to lab by the day!

I wish I had taken screen shots, alas I did not. I mean, who could ever have foreseen this anyway? No proof of foul play and

agendas afoot eh? Not enough to satisfy a court of "law"? If the judge says nay, look him right in the eye and let him/her know

that s/he is biased beyond all reason, and that major crimes are afoot affecting the entire globe! Don't let the judges just slide

out. Call 'em out! Hold them responsible, and stand Arm in boundaries! No nonsense allowed! Sheesh.
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Round and round and round we go. All the same perps who orchestrated this all are all still doing so over 2.6 years later. It's now

the July 4th weekend of 2022 and not ONE individual or entity has even remotely been held accountable as we approach 3 years

post whu-[u lab release. Not ONE! Its not like they are not known either. Fauci just asked for more of "our" $$$ to continue

funding China and developing new hybrid gene therapy injections as well as the USA government putting an order in for 100 +

million injections. Talk about accountability and justice. Considering the totality of devastation brought forth upon humanity by

these individuals and entities the mere fact not one is remotely concerned with being held to account is astounding
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When you have scientists, at the very start of the pandemic, insisting this virus HAS to be of zoonotic origin and can't be a lab

leak, that is all you need to hear to know you are being lied to. It takes time to gather and analyze data to be able to assess the

true origins, especially if it WAS zoonotic. But if you are involved in a crime, like paying for illegal manipulation of viruses to

make them more deadly, and are in close contact with the lab you are sponsoring, then you'd have prior knowledge of a likely lab

leak and would be in full CYA and misdirect mode from the get go.
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Distraction.
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Randyfast - BINGO! Covid was merely a psychological ploy to get the highly proAtable and very deadly eugenics shots into

peoples arms. See my comment and links.
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Something else to consider... The oligarchs must understand that they cannot indiscriminately eliminate the entire population.

They may still need a plumber, a refrigeration specialist or someone to crawl up and repair the roof on the building housing their

computers. So, who are the main target groups and how are they being targeted? is it just those who are most compliant about

lining up and getting jabbed? it seems a lot of sports professionals are dying--are they deemed not essential in this new

society? What happens if everyone who survives is a noncompliant independent thinker?

Or, self-reliant with society needing them more than they need society? Me thinks the eventual survival of the latter is a

possibility. We see the totalitarianism of the CCP, but there is also the example of Russia where the cities are controlled, but the

isolated rural areas have not changed much. The US is a huge country--diacult to control even when people do agree...

complacent, but formidable when united and "awakened" to action. That is why there is so much orchestrated chaos (riots, etc.)

in an attempt to divide people and destroy systems.
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Think about this all our systems are under attack. Food, for example. Coolers broken? Most are at Walmart, but also Costco,

Sam’s Club, Target and Walgreens. Etc. (Walmarts with no coolers: LaVale MD, several times in SE TX, southern IL, SE FL, central

FL, San Antonio, Flowood MS, Galesburg IL, Garden City ID, Greenbay WI, St. Crois WI, NB, NC near Charlotte) 22 Walmarts total

in the last month with their entire cooler banks down, not just one. Walmart is one of the nations largest food distributors. They

should get priority on large purchases and have less problem with supply chain issues. When there are too many coincidences,

it is not a coincidence. This is being orchestrated. You’d think stores this size would have backup generators?

Something is not right about this picture? In addition to the food plant Ares? I can see several possible reasons for no coolers.

They have not been able to do routine maintenance (labor, parts, etc.). Financial diaculty (insurance fraud) and asking for

insurance reimbursement for food that can no longer be legally sold. -Or, maybe they do not want people to know how severe

the food shortages are to avoid panic over empty shelves?! Maybe when “product” gets too low, they shut them off coolers or

transfer food to other locations? Not feasible to run big coolers empty. It makes a case for shelf-stable foods if refrigeration

cannot be maintained. Also, for creating your own network as an alternative society and means of production.
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Won't happen in this world! Judges can be bought, intimidated or conned. There is only one judge who cannot be bought,

frightened or fooled.
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What I And more interesting is how the voting system was prepared for mail ballots at the same time and how Bill Gates and Fauci said

a pandemic was on the horizon. Especially when Dr AF stated that Trump would have to deal with a pandemic during his term. Having

a jab ready in the wings. Lockdowns of the not sick. Mandates. And all of the current minutia. Enough with the BS. Let's not forget how

the WEF was also prepared for this event with their Great Reset. C'mon man let's connect the chains and not the dots.
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so obviously planned and executed to perfection as good people stood around and ask why is this happening for years now and

they STILL are saying things like "oh the lab release is now the most likely scenario" WTF we KNOW what happened and who is

responsible yet no one is EVER held to REAL account. Just blah blah blah
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Coordination across "bought" agencies and NGOs was stunning. Started way back before 2015. Moderna and PAzer had been

chosen by Dr. Fauci to lead the pack (so to speak), this was about the time Dr Fauci made his infamous 2017 planning

prediction. One of the best outlines is traced by Dr. David Martin in a recent presentation, Rkostoff posted a link above to this:

700 MILLION WORLDWIDE WILL DIE FROM CV19 VAX BY 2028 DR DAVID MARTIN - - www.bitchute.com/.../kTdCTcjY5yOp  - -

an hour well spent!
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Voting fraud has been going on for decades, and is far more sophisticated in its technology and techniques, than we might ever

think. ratical.org/.../BHoCEFiA.html   www.goodreads.com/.../26833605-votescam
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This "doctor" really irritates me and he shouldn't quit his day job and go into comedy. He likes stories and much of what he talks about

is frothing off a lot of words. At one point he was actually endorsing the government in the UK with their dirty tricks and I added a

zinger to his website indicating this - to And that when I went back to the website maybe, 40 minutes later, he'd removed my comments

that were 100% factual. So he's a twerp in my estimation. But he's still making a living telling stories. argh The Covid 19 hoax was a

carefully planned event. Speak to Dr. David Martin, Campbell and And out what really happened.
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Retsbew - I like your assessment. Foundational understanding is presented in the work by Dr. David Martin.

principia-scientiAc.com/david-e-martin-the-fauci-covid-19-dossier/
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I have to agree with the above commenters that SARS-CoV-2 was deliberate. To quote from Mercola’s book In the chapter Event 201

and the Great Reset “While it may be hard to believe, the evidence suggests the COVID-19 pandemic is anything but accidental. As I

will review in this chapter simulations done a mere 10 weeks before the outbreak were eerily identical to the events that played out in

the real world.“ While I agree that the zoonotic origin seems nearly impossible, saying that the release was “accidental” also seems

more like another form of cover up imho.
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Coolmist I agree with you! Thank you for saying that the "accident" Is an attempt to cover up a deeply criminal act. Very

important. Appreciation! As for speculation and conspiracy, let us look at hard, cold facts. The organization around this whole

virus has been insane, gone to left Aeld, and was highly effective. Isn't it clear, when "fear, fear" is being shouted over the

megaphones every three minutes, that an agenda is afoot? With the media behind it, and the strategy to brainwash by fear, plus

medical lies left and right, It could only have been planned. The mere fact that they are trying to say that it could not have

leaked, gives the sources no credit and only underscores an agenda to hide the truths at hand.

Plus, we have to learn from history. I can't ever forget how the word "Pandemic" was being shouted in the headlines, on posters

in bus stops, on shopping wheel carts, rush and get your vaccines...during the swine [u interval. I researched and found on the

CDC's website that this was all being screamed in red letters all over the place, just as 1400 people had died USA wide, out of

317 million Americans. Some "pandemic!" The numbers did climb later, but the fact is that they were playing this game already

from Ground Zero. The sources are undermining their own credibility, and the facts need to be exposed ever increasingly to the

light.
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I found it just absurd early on how so few could not see this was intentional from the get go. Many still don't believe it 2.5 years

post whu-[u lab release
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Supporters of the mainstream used to bang pots and pans because they believed the end was just around the corner. That was

only annoying. Now here is something: THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS VIRUSES!!!! STOP SAYING THERE ARE VIRUSES. TAKE

YOUR HAND, REACH AROUND AND GRAB YOUR HEAD AND PULL IT OUT OF YOUR ASS. THEN YOU MAY SEE CLEAR ENOUGH

TO REMOVE YOUR DIAPER.
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Claiming it was an accident is an absolute joke. We can see from the response that the goal was to kill or disable millions or

billions, transfer wealth, and render much of the population weak and powerless and duped. Sadly, it was pretty effective
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Yet, this debunker, that debunker all together, for once won't say the actual truth - that (the so called) zoonotic viruses - viruses 'coming

out' from animals - "spreading thorough the whole world", "making people sick" only to be "thwarted" by an American technology called

vaccine, DO NOT exist in reality or can exist only in American fairy tales or science fantasies. If such far tales were to be true, there

couldn't be any life form existing on this planet, leave alone the poor, vulnerable human being who's always a victim of such "scientiAc

development"!!
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Sue12Cross
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Exactly and all these stories of lab escapes or deliberate creation or 'it's a wild animal' - rat/bat/pangolin/badger - All in the

blanks, are just to propagate, perpetuate and further promote the myth. All this works because of the huge percentage of

chronically ill throughout the world - they have just been rebranded 'covid cases'. For centuries the quality of food has

progressively declined until now it hardly justiAes the name. AgroChem has destroyed farming, animal/bird husbandry and food

production and poisoned the land and water. Greed and corruption have allowed industry to pollute and destroy and modern

medicine has put a leaky bandage over ill-health since allopathy's inception.

A world full of poisoned, stressed, poorly-fed and frightened people is ripe for the cult of covid or pox or whatever because

already Alled with the chronically sick. Stand back from 'covid'; research the death Agures worldwide, look at the amazing

amount of symptoms of one so-called disease, think about the logic of 'asymptomatic' aka what used to be called 'healthy', dig

down into the funding and Anancial interests of the politicians and so-called 'experts'. Look at why people die in hospital.

Consider the billions governments have spent on behavioural research and 'Project Fear'. Then look back at covid - its ritual

mask wearing and hand-washing and the extremist behaviour of its followers - the prejudice and fear of and aggression towards

fellow-humans who are non-believers. The alternate and deranged 'carrot and stick' behaviour of governments to get people

'jabbed'. It's just Bird Flu Part 2 and no one believed that but now we have the desperate, dying, dinosaur media on board

because their only money comes from an IV drip contingent on them spewing government propaganda.
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I realize that society has been seriously dumbed down over the past few decades; but come on...If a deadly virus was indeed

attacking humanity and more than 2 1/2 years later, it's still attacking us (and the idiotic, ridiculous and useless "measures"

would do nothing to stop it)...most of humanity would be DEAD by now! Isn't rocket science wonderful!
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He's also a pusher of the polio vax because they found polio in the London sewerage system. More fear and lies Only thing is

none of the vaccine manufactures are run by Americans. All run out of Tel Aviv.
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Wake up people! The lab leak story is a carefully orchestrated attempt to reinforce germ theory. They need us to believe in the

existence and causative nature of germs so that they can continue to rape and pillage us with their highly proAtable and very toxic

eugenics program known as vaccines. As long as we continue to buy into the idea that germ THEORY is reality, they win, we lose.

secularheretic.substack.com/.../does-the-covid-virus-exist  | secularheretic.substack.com/p/does-the-covid-virus-exist-2
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There's a lot of political spin going on right now concerning the origins of Sars-Cov-2. Lets just forget about the origin for a minute and

face the facts. Whether Sars-Cov-2 originated from a lab or from nature doesn't matter. GOF research will never end. Even if the UN

announced today that GOF research is an act of war and anyone caught doing GOF will be considered at war and taken care of

accordingly, it would continue. The problem is that China knew the virus was out and the epicenter was Wuhan. Rather than alert the

world of a potential pandemic they tried to cover it up.

They BANNED ALL INTERNAL FLIGHTS to and from Wuhan inside of China while allowing all international [ights in and out of Wuhan

to continue. That's biological terrorism!! While that was happening, China was hoarding PPE from around the world. Therefore, China

should be held accountable regardless of where you stand on this issue of lab-vs-zoonotic origin of Sars-Cov-2. Therefore, none of

these talking points (I call them distractions) matter because at the end of the day China knew about it and they tried to cover it up.

When they did admit there was a virus making people ill with [u/pneumonia-like symptoms, they declared it didn't transmit form

human-to-human and claimed it came from people handling raw meat at a local "wet market". They SILENCED (killed) doctors, nurses,

and journalist that tried to tell the world this virus is CONTAGEOUS and easily spreads from human to human! We can NOT forget these

facts! No other country in the world could be this EVIL! China must be held accountable!
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jamNjim - Just wait til fall rolls around! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Yesterday, the US FDA announced approving new omicron booster shots

(apparently without requiring any clinical trials). Just think what this will do. James Lyons-Weiler picked-up on a real possibility

of creating a perpetual pandemic, courtesy of our illustrious Health Authorities:

popularrationalism.substack.com/p/a-perpetual-pandemic-is-on-the-way  - as predicted, if "these expert, unelected authorities"

continue shooting people up, the consequences for spinning off new variants are high, as are consequences of boosting those

already immuno-suppressed. Israel and Portugal are good examples, Israel just dissolved their govt again, voting in a new

leader.
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Real, hopefully it works out for Israel. After what happened to Trump I have low expectations for all future presidents that try to

come in and "drain the swamp". S. Korea just recently elected a new "MAGA" style conservative. I'm very curious to see how long

he last. He's not the Arst person like him to get elected in the past 20 years. Most of them don't make it 2 years before they get

impeached and replaced with an establishment-politician that is very socialist/Marxist in policies. This new guy S. Korea just

elected is nick named "Little Trump"
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Yes? READ the substack article, we may all be in for a rude awakening this fall, as mRNA proliferates across a wide set of

imaginary protection from illness...
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As long as they have us DISTRACTED by introducing, reintroducing, regurgitating the same and similar speculations on FACTS that will

ALWAYS REMAIN OBSCURE we will continue to miss what’s going on; the continual erosion of our nations, your nations, everyone’s

national sovereignty!!! Your nations money is privatized and controlled by private banks world wide. Covid = Flu + pneumonia The

distractions on this site and others isn’t mind boggling. Call it out when you see it.
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Very well said CatNDogNCo, regarding the concerns about societal change being pivotal, as underscored by the virus and the

agendas at play. I use that word "play" on purpose, carefully chosen. That said, very respectfully, I am not sure I agree that it is

all just a distraction. I believe if the lab leak is a fact (and I do believe it indeed is) then whether or not it was an accident, either

way a deeply criminal matter is afoot, courtesy of our diverted tax dollars, against US Moratorium law. And that truth has to

come to light and be seen, and recognized massively. I love your conclusion, "Call it out when you see it". Well said! Thank you

Catndognco!
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My question is...Why don't we hear from Ralph S. Baric and his team of virologists that published the article in Nature Medicine, that

said they created a chimeric virous that can now jump from bats to Humans. He was working with Dr, zhengli- li Shi who is known as

the "Bat woman" because of her research with bats and who was working directly with Dr. Ralph Baric. This excerpt is from an article

they published in November 2015. In 2015, Dr. Zhengli-Li Shi, Ralph Baric et al co-authored and published their Andings in Nature

Medicine Journal: The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) and Middle East respiratory

syndrome (MERS)-CoV underscores the threat of cross-species transmission events leading to outbreaks in humans.

. . Using the SARS-CoV reverse genetics system, we generated and characterized a chimeric virus. . . Evaluation of available

SARS-based immune-therapeutic and prophylactic modalities revealed poor eacacy... Based on these Andings, we synthetically

re-derived an infectious full-length SHC014 recombinant virus and demonstrate robust viral replication both in vitro and in vivo. Our

work suggests a potential risk of SARS-Cov re-emergence from viruses currently circulating in bat populations. (Menachery et al.,

2015) The above excerpt clearly states that the researchers generated and characterized a chimeric virus.

A chimera or chimeric virus in this case, is one that is made up of two or more genetically distinct cells from different populations of

organisms. The researchers mixed tissue, cells, DNA etc. with SARS-CoV and created a new virus more deadly than what it originated

from. This virus, called SHOC14, is a recombinant or recombination that is not a “naturally occurring” phenomenon, but a synthetically

re-derived virus. This debunks the claims that the virus came from bat soup in a marketplace in China. This virus was created in a lab

in North Carolina at Chappel Hill and transferred to Wuhan China.
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TLDR: This looks like yet more misdirection, knowingly or unknowingly, away from the fact that the "Covid-19" "pandemic" was a

massive false [ag, a plandemic, of "virology" BS, for "Shock Doctrine" theft of power and freedom. Many of the Parasite Classes'

minions are probably never told the fact that "viruses" were never factually proved to exist, to blindly support all the many lies

supported by the alleged existence of "viruses". All "virology" is a ritual cultist scientism; its alleged research is "virus" FUD psy-ops,

and possibly a smoke screen for money laundering for something else, like military weapons research and production! FYI: Apparently,

the real medical symbol was a staff with only one snake wrapped around it on it, not two; I doubt that picking the latter, an occult

symbol, as the symbol of medicine was really a mistake, therefore many hospitals and the WHO, which show it, would appear to be

occult organisations, in plain sight!
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Lab or zoonotic? Let's do a little logic... The virus certainly exists in silico, in the fraudulent tests, in the minds of the fearful, in

proAteering hospitals, in the absurd media, and on the agenda of disgusting politicians, bureaucrats, eugenicists and megalomaniacs.

From my angle covid is >99% Actional. You can get some rest and have chicken soup (~99.86% chance of recovery), or you can literally

play russian roulette at the hospitals and vaccine clinics.
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SARS and SARS COV-2 were not isolated from a human. How do I know? Because both failed to grow in human cells before

sequencing. Both were cultured in vero, then vero e6 cells. These are monkey cell lines that contain HIV and syncytin, both toxic

epitopes that are being called SARS CoV-2. The vero e6 cell line has been used in gain of function research since at least the early

80's. It's got thousands of recombinants in it. Remember early in the pandemic when they were testing for antibodies to SARS CoV-2?

They found around 30% of the public was already immune to it because they saw it before.

Some time ago, Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi explained how COVID injected people were being tested for antibodies, and they were Anding IgG

and IgA, which he explained were innate immune responses from memory, meaning the COVID injected had already seen what they

were injected for. Yeah. Of course! That's because these people had been shot up with the insane vaccine schedule over the past 4

decades. Shot up with vaccines that used the same vero cell lines as those used in producing the DNA sequence for SARS, MERS,

Ebola and SARS CoV-2.
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I like what you wrote about genetic overlap. I’ve been questioning just how much we really know about genetics. For example, they can

sequence DNA proteins from plants, animals and humans, and And similar looking amino acid sequences. Under our understanding of

DNA, the amino acids all follow the same order. But, if you take an identical protein from another human, animal or plant and put it in

human blood, we get autoimmunity. That tells me our entire understanding of DNA is far from perfect, as it is NOT showing everything

to us. We can’t see things that are in fact different. How can human toll receptors know the difference between one humans organ or

protein and our own? We know this happens, but DNA sequencing does not reveal this. DNA sequencing is like seeing the cover of a

book, but not what’s inside it.
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The idea for a plandemic virus came from Chicom researchers working on bat viruses, but the "plan" to create a similar infection and

turn it loose on humans came from Gates and Schwab and Soros as a means of accomplishing at last the communist-fascist Great

Reset and completing the Great Replacement of white by brown and Christian by mohammedan (in Europe) or atheist homosexual (in

America). The actual invention of the virus was the work of Fraudci and Collins and Daszak, and was done in secret biological warfare

laboratories built by the Obama-Biden regime in Soros-controlled Ukraine. Red China undertook the weaponization and spreading of

the disease, in return for the promise of world hegemony for the Xi regime.

The result was the collapse of the American economy, the implosion of American civil society, the theft of the 2020 American election,

the opening of the American borders to a Third World tsunami and the just-about-complete "fundamental transformation" of the United

States of America into the Peoples Republic of Amafrica. All that remains now is mopping up the remnants of the American

caucasians, heterosexuals, capitalists and Christians through famine, crime, rioting and if necessary the release of monkey pox or bird

[u that they are working on now.
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John Enders said that he cannot be sure "with conAdence" that what he isolated is from the original sample. And virology today

uses the same method for isolating "viruses," with sars-cov-2 being no exception. But Fauci says there are tiny things "out there"

called viruses.
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Tiny dwarfs like Dr Fauci?
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I have a late family member who was an NIH bacteriologist-researcher. We wish she was still with us to comment about the COVID

saga. But one thing she said, before she passed on and before this whole thing hit us all, is "they should not go experimenting with

viruses, it is very dangerous and lab leaks are likely". From the mouth of an NIH researcher, to the denial of leaks by the WHO, the

picture of the latter's guilt and the attempt to hide the truth, as criminals always do when committing crimes, is clear. The very

assertion that a leak is unlikely, itself lacks credibility. They know better, and guess what, so do we all. And we all can see right through

this.
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"Humans & bananas share about 60% of their genetic code, yet you’d be hard-pressed to And anyone who thinks there are any

similarities whatsoever between the two. All of that is to say that overlaps in the 96% range simply aren’t anywhere near close enough

to suggest SARS-CoV-2 came from bats. “It’s nothing like enough, yet they say this is the strongest possible evidence. Why would a

scientiAc group say that?” Campbell asks. Why? We see & live it every day. In some circles Roundup shills promote the main ingredient

in Roundup is salt, the chem's are a very small percentage. Does it matter what the percentage is or is it how deadly the product is no

matter what the percentage? Look at salt, don't give mind to the poison.

Then we have sugar, manufacturers have up to 60 different deAnitions to list sugar as to cloud up any realization how much sugar is in

a product. Similar with salts, there many variations Processed Foods use for the cravings factor. It's corruption throughout most all we

deal with where there are big shiny labels with happy shiny creatures smile out at consumers to buy me, buy me, while the darkness,

danger lays hidden in double speak lab notes in the list of ingredients. Same applies to Legacy Media and reporting on most anything

other than [uff pieces, but they are also designed to distract. Showing Gates engaged in doublespeak, misdirection.
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Yeah, a banana would never be so foolish to restrict oxygen to itself.
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brianallen1 - "Yeah, a banana would never be so foolish to restrict oxygen to itself." Great comment - a banana knows it is a

banana. No confusion or posing. "Let the world see you as you are, not as who you think you should be. For if you're posing, one

day you will wake-up and forget your pose - then who will you be?"
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"To see a man slip on a banana skin is to see a rationally structured system suddenly translated into a whirling machine."

~Marshall McLuhan 1964
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"As long as we adopt the Narcissus attitude of regarding the extensions of our own bodies as really out there and really

independent of us, we will meet all technological challenges with the same sort of banana-skin pirouette and collapse."

~Marshall McLuhan 1964
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Depopulation Jab Covid 1984 is just the Flu re-branded so that the Evil Luciferian FreeMasons New World Order can murder the

masses for the Depopulation Agenda! Jacques Attali, 1981, then adviser to Franois Mitterrand wrote this: "In the future it will be a

question of Anding a way to reduce the population. We will start with the old, because as soon as he exceeds 60-65 years man lives

longer than it produces and it costs society dearly. Then the weak and then the useless ones who bring nothing to society because

there will be more and more of them, and especially Anally the most stupid. Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to

be an essential instrument of our future societies, in any case.

We will of course not be able to execute people or make camps. We will get rid of it by making them believe that it is for their good.

Too large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also much better for

the human machine to come to an abrupt halt rather than gradually deteriorating. We won't be able to pass intelligence tests on

millions and millions of people, you can imagine! We will And something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain people, a real

economic crisis or not, a virus that will affect the old or the big, it doesn't matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful and the stupid

will believe it and ask to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment that will be the solution. The selection of idiots will thus be done on

its own: they will go to the slaughterhouse on their own. " [The future of life - Jacques Attali, 1981] Interviews with Michel Salomon,

collection Faces of the future, editions Seghers. The link has been censored by Big Brother!

qall5ictanzobw2zo3nex6zc7u-ac5fdsxevxq4s5y-forumactif.translate.goog/t..
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straight2point.info/the-1981-michel-salomon-jacques-attali-interview/
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Unfortunately our usual systems for seeking justice are either corrupted, dismantled to the point of useless, or otherwise rendered

powerless/fearful and won’t be effective in bringing about juatice. I mean, look at the 2020 election farce and how that was twisted

(and I am no die-hard Trump fan, but it was so obvious there were shenanigans!) - zero justice and the witch hunt continues with Dr.

Simone Gold of all people sentenced to jail time! There will be no justice through the usual routes, if at all. If there is to be any sort of

reckoning it will be a seismic shift for all of humanity.
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the WHO sure loves dancing around the idea that sars cov 2 exists to maintain the narrative.
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The leak at Wuhan happen thanks to Fauci and co when they Agure that doing bio-weapon research in USA is illegal, so the criminals

bypass the research AND TAXPAYER FUNDS to China. All this propaganda is trying to do is shift the enemy from inside the gate to the

enemy outside. Subliminal attempt to At the narrative that China are the villains. Ok, OK, China is not mother Theresa's clone. Russia

narrative is already tanking but "WE" NEED A WAR !!!!!! "WE" NEED AN ENEMY !!!!!! What would the military and banking syndicate do

without a WAR ??????
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Per Dr David Martin and his revelation of patents in the years leading up to covid’ this was certainly a man made bioweapon which was

being assembled and made not in Wuhan but other locations including Chapel Hill NC,
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I guess the only way to "STOP THE B.S. " is to have all members of the WHO, FDA, CDC, Big Pharma CEO's, NIHI, FBI, CIA, current

government leadership and heir families, investors in Big Pharma corporations be the Arst people that new drugs are tested on. I

understand that it would mean hundreds of the new FDA approved drugs would never get to the market, but that is the point. They are

using innocent ordinary citizens as Guinea Pigs for their Anancial beneAt and amusement. THIS MUST BE STOPPED. Covid-19 or more

appropriately Sars-Cov-2 was a completely planned and executed political biological attack.

Being a student of Biochemistry and Microbiology the mass worldwide vaccination agenda has been in the works since the 1970's.

The idea was discussed but some of the necessary technology did not exist. Their agenda was focused on a time and place that

presented the most political threat to the Liberal/Progressive movements. Basically they were waiting for someone like Trump to

come along and force them into action.
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The greatest minds see through virus theory by recognizing the puzzle parts, meditating on them, and then seeing the whole picture. A

balanced mind is an able mind.
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SO?? How long before Fakebook ((AND OTHERS)) will be 'forced' to admit this and stop throwing people in facebook jail for

proclaiming TRUTH??? ANYONE SUING THEM YET???
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I have followed Dr Mercola and ("Erin" lately) for over 10? years and am mystiAed how the 'powers that be' can invalidate Dr

Mercolas Andings without proof.  Keep up the good work Dr Mercola. SUMPIN FISHY GOIN ON HEAH.
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Hospitals were reduced to half capacity prior to anything happening, in early 2020..... this was planned. And 47 hospitals were closed

in December of 2019 because of "low need". However, these closings happened when covid was already in the population, just

beginning but the people were not aware of what was coming. Typically, hospital closures happen at low rates all year, as 23 hospitals

closed the prior year, 16 the year before that.
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One only has to see the result of the plandemic to draw any conclusions and  they would be correct if they see that it was the PLAN all

along.
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We, as a supposed Evolved, Intelligent species on this plant, have clearly demonstrated we are Not Evolved enough to be playing

around with "Deadly Matches"!!!  Instead of using these laboratories for developing solutions for curing disease on every level, we in

our infantile greed and stupidity continue to develop deadly weapons,killing thousands in their Greed Ignorance! To add to this insanity,

we have accidents, espionage theft, and lack of safety controls. If this is allowed to continue at the current level, we will drive

ourselves to Extention as past great civilizations have done!  History does and will repeat itself! Unfortunately, we no longer have world

leaders of any strength of morals and character that could possibly effect the start of a positive world change to put a stop to this

global genocide. Only the human species follow leaders who are weak greed-driven with their own self-interests put Arst!
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The two wealthiest countries in the world, the U.S. and China, are to blame for the entire catastrophe. The rest of the world should be

seeking damages from those two nations, and those damages would be more than those countries could pay. So of course they'll

never admit they're responsible.
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No "countries" will be seeking damages against another. They are all on the same side regarding EVERYTHING. There are no

enemies or boogeymen. There will be no nuclear attacks. It is all just theater to keep the masses fearful, under control, begging

for a protector/ controller.
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We were lied to. We keep being lied to. And a lot of people are Ane with that. They'll be the ones cheering the renewed vax campaign,

the ones who have forgotten how they were told the jabs meant salvation instead of more infection, and they'll be the ones poisoning

children.
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Sars-Cov-2 was Lab Made Under Project DEFUSE - Igor Chudov   igorchudov.substack.com/p/sars-cov-2-was-lab-made-under-project
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I too have no patience with this idiot doctor. From early on in the covid crisis it was clear from his blogs that he was just parroting all

that government/big pharma put out, and I'm sure in the process he did a lot of damage to people, who were looking for a trustworthy

source from which to form their opinions. Now he has done a 180 and decided he has serious doubts about the oacial narrative... too

bad you couldn't have done a bit more independent research earlier "Dr" Campbell. The sooner he disappears from the airwaves the

better.
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The technocrat mind focuses its energy towards eacient cause only, on order and positioning, and is thus nothing more than a

calculator, a lifeless biological computer. So how can a non-designer design? And should the narrow-minded lead? A slippery

slope is all where this doc's gonna take us.
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I would just like to express my sincerest gratitude to Dr. Zelenko for his tremendous effort to help others as he was Aghting his own

battle. He was one of our heroes and deserves much honor and appreciation. I am so sorry that this invaluable Aghter for justice and

health has had to leave us, but I hope and pray he knew his own worth. We certainly did.
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lel36357 - Well stated. I listened to a number of Dr. Zelenko's presentations. No "poison death jab" for me.
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ttwdem
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Sorry to be off topic, but I wanted to note that Dr. Vladimir Zelenko has passed away at age 48. He was a fearless freedom Aghter,

warning against Covid treatment suppression, deadly Covid injections, and the diabolical globalist agenda. But he was also a caring

doctor who sought the truth and saved people's lives with the Zelenko Protocol (Hydroxychloroquine and zinc based) for early

treatment of Covid. May we all speak out ever more loudly to All the void from Dr. Zelenko's death.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/covid-early-treatment-pioneer-dr-vladimir-ze..
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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Oacially, Dr. Zelenko died from pulmonary artery sarcoma, a rare form of heart cancer.  Because of his 100% success rate in

treating C-19 patients in his beloved Jewish community, the criminal phamaceutical cartel who had so much to lose got to him

through turning his religious leaders against him. He was exiled from his community and I believe that this led to him literally

dying from a "broken heart". Dr Zelenko was a hero, a latter day David against a powerful corporate Goliath. There are many

monsters in our midst, and they are being exposed more and more in these unprecedented times.
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For those who may not be yet aware, the truly heroic Vladimir Zelenko, MD succumbed to his cancer yesterday. It was Dr. Zelenko who

helped me pull back the curtain on all of the lies, both by commission & by omission, that we have been fed over the last 2.5 years. To

say that I am sad is a vast understatement. Thousands owe him a debt of gratitude for not only saving their lives, but by educating

them as to how they could help themselves...www.zfreedomfoundation.com/about-4?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=..
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We all share the loss of this Warrior for Truth!
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Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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off topic....this is so sad...Dr Zelendo has passed away....beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/06/dr-zev-zelenkos-Anal-message-to-th..

 He gave us to much information......his death is~SAD.
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Hi Leahoz, it's so sad that Dr. Zev Zelenko has passed; he was a great man and Dr. Mercola helped him live much longer. Steve

Kirsch wrote this in memory of him and he was only 49 years old: 1973 - 2022 "Early this morning I was informed that my friend

Zev Zelenko had died at the young age of 48 after a long battle with cancer. Zev had a heart of gold and was never afraid to

speak the truth. I last talked to him on May 24 and asked him how he was doing and he basically said “I have metastatic

sarcoma” so he knew the outlook was grim and he didn’t have a lot of time left. On June 10, the last message he sent me was to

let me know that his memoir was coming out in 2 months.

It is called “Zelenko: How to decapitate the Serpent.” He wanted my help in promoting it. Zev is best known for inventing in

March 2020 what has come to be known as the “Zelenko protocol,” which is a combination of Hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), zinc,

azithromycin, and other drugs for treating COVID. The key to the protocol was very early intervention. The use of the Zelenko

protocol has spread worldwide. His medical advice was responsible for saving countless lives. Zev was nominated along with

other courageous doctors for a Nobel Prize in recognition of his groundbreaking treatment and outspoken advocacy on behalf

of patients. He will be missed."
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Imagine just how many of those who died since whu-[u lab release would not have IF the mongers controlling it all had allowed

the protocol Dr. Zelenko to be given to the masses and not intentionally blocked by the orchestrators of the whu-[u agenda and

global re-set. Both McCullough and Risch estimated up to 80% of those who died did not have too. Think about the # that is if

80% How many people lost a loved one and it did not have to happen. How are crimes against humanity not already deep into

prosecutions?
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So sad. A true hero and freedom Aghter! Thank you Dr. Zelenko, may you RIP.
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For anyone interested, here's a brief eulogy for Dr Zev Zelenko from RWMalone's substack:

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../eulogy-for-a-sel[ess-truth-warrior  - part of this looks assembled by Mikki Willis (of Plandemic I

and II)
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Dr. Zelenko was an amazing force for good in this world. He lived an honorable life and saved quite possibly millions of lives.

May he RIP.
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Respecting Zelenko: """Nature’s Arst green is gold, Her hardest hue to hold...Nothing gold can stay.""" ~Frost
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We are the Dead...Take up our quarrel with the foe: To you from failing hands we throw the torch; be yours to hold it high. If ye

break faith with us who die, we shall not sleep... ~McRae
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Something unprecedented in all the history of humanity is happening. First please understand how bad this world has really become,

in every area, health, food production, the environment, corruption, and many many other areas, including spirituality. People are

walking around like orphans who don't have a lord and master. What would orphans do who don't have any direction? Fight and

squabble with one another. Isn't that what everybody's doing on the planet. You'd be hard pressed to And any peace, love or happiness

on the planet Even the religions don't have any power.

And by the way, what do you think about all these religions. They can't all be correct because they con[ict with one another, but we can

also see a lot of similarity between them. So what is the truth. What's really going on? Where is this covid scam taking us, and is it

actually stoppable. And are these people like Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab and all the rest of them, more powerful than God. There is a

new paradigm but to hear it you would have to suspend the old paradigm and really open up your mind.

You'd have to be at the end of your rope. There is actually a lot of proof, but it's so different from everything else you know and believe

that it'll probably knock your socks off. I guess the Arst basic truth is, everything new becomes old. It's a fact. Try to And anything that

doesn't adhere to this law. Everything in this world starts out small and concentrated and pure, gradually gets bigger, less concentrated

and has more and more impurity mixed into it.

So what kind of a world are you seeing in front of you now, a small pure concentrated world, or a big muddled up world. What we see

now is an old world on its way out. I don't mean to disappoint you, but it's really beyond saving. It needs to go. But don't be sad. There

is an alternative. God, Creator of the world, the one who doesn't answer to any one religion but has love for all, has come, for us, his

kids.
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Hi there, Without talking too much I'm trying to hint at the evidence of cyclical time. Just as seasons change and move from

spring to summer, to fall and then winter, there is a big picture for all of time. The same pattern applies. It applies to a day,

morning, afternoon, evening and night. And always after the end it goes back to the beginning again. That is eternity. And we

souls are also eternal. There is a lot of evidence of this, it's just that you always try to resist it because of everything you've been

taught about the world, and this goes against all of that. The main thing to realize is, you are an eternal soul, you are an actor

and you just change your costume from birth to birth. Costume means body. You are a star, a point of spiritual light.
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'The Forth Turning" - Strauss & Howe.   "WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO PREPARE FOR THE FINAL STAGES OF THIS FOURTH

TURNING?" www.theburningplatform.com/.../fourth-turning
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Are these evil people more powerful than God? Of course not. God has given Satan nearly free reign on this earth and his time is

nearing the end. The trouble is, the end may be in 5 minutes, 50 years, or even 500 years as God exists apart from time which

He created. Don't be fooled and think you are going to escape this through a "rapture". If you are alive, you are here to Aght, not

to sit back and wait to be rescued.
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I draw comfort from the words of a friend: "Intuitively, I have a gut feeling that this time is all about the gunk [ying to the light to

be seen. Once seen and recognized, there is a brief period of chaos, but thereafter there is peace and order like never before".

Words of the wise! teh truth has power. Right now the truth is ugly, and the wheat is being sorted from the chafe as various

things become ever so clear. And while this is a painful phase, we must take hope from that. Do not be discouraged, be

encouraged! The light has already come, sometimes the truth stirs up the pot of gunk. Part of its function. The light will dawn as

the mud settles down. Its discoloration of the stirred-up waters may temporarily block the blight from penetrating, yet the light

is always there and the sun continues to always shine. Once the mud settles down, the sun will penetrate. Never forget that the

sun is there and the truth movement is already happening. God is with us!
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Nothing will come of it anyway. They've all lied on camera and on recordings, yet they smugly mile and shine like the stars. They can

lie all they want but it's a no-win for them in the end. A big no win.
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Does it really matter how this supposed virus originated, or even if viruses exist? Even if the most damning evidence and proof of

wrongdoing were broadcast on MSM, would it make a difference? These people have no shame, embarrassment, guilt and may never

suffer any consequences. The public would not change their ways or habits and still be controlled by fear. The magic, invisible

boogeyman is 100% effective.
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Pay no attention to that man behind the curtain! FYI I do believe that viruses exist and that COVID does too. But I also believe

that the big shadow cast by the light shining behind the closed curtain, and the big megaphone used by the great old Wizard of

Oz, are parallels that apply now. The fear has been blown up, on purpose, and with a goal in mind.
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This wasn't accidental. The evidence, timing & context make that obvious. And I put equal value on the scripted words of the Ethiopian

Chinese puppet according to the sold out & controlled media, as I do on the words of those American ones in antichrist partnership

according to the same. Playing the dialectic & blame-shifting for all their controlled opposition worth ...so they can crash & clash &

cause people to want the solution they've already scripted: any solution, because the pain is so bad. Psalm 2: the great harlot Mystery

Babylon the great & the kings of the earth in fornicating union ruling tyrannically & covertly...occulted craft...over the people.

The only thing that holds it back is truth demanding repentance, & so few love the truth or have the humility to repent these days, that

this time the Lord is not holding it back, but giving people their desire. They're crafting their false unity & the antichrist solution of the

builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone. Those who fall on that stone are broken & have hope of repentance not to be repented

of, but those on whom it falls will be ground to powder: Daniel 2, Matthew 21 & Luke 20 KJB....Revelation 17-19 KJB, & coming AFTER

the counterfeit is received by the gnostic idolators with their science falsely so-called & their craft, their Babylonian order & nicolaitan

ways hated by Christ.

They'll get their desire: but with lies on their lips, in their hearts and with bloody hands: & it won't be as they presume & vainly imagine,

but as written. 1 Thessalonians 5 KJB. We're seeing fulAllment & the falling away & great delusion...obvious to any with the sure word,

and more with the events of the past couple decades than ever before: and folks still won't repent, or even go to the word to see if

these things be so: dead set on repeating history & dying lost. Big winners & survivors whose all is now: like those lining the sides of

the pit even now.
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More TALK.......5G is gonna eradicate millions in the USA and Canada,,and who run the USA and Canada and nearly every country on

earth? >>>> www.goyimtv.tv/v/2903308101/What-Did-The-Founding-Fathers-Say-About-Th..  here is what the USA founding father

stated..and NO school text book will tell ya the facts......only the clouded bullsh!t and All textbooks are supplied to schools was edited

and mostly printed by Jews
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>>>>  www.goyimtv.tv/v/1444299199/The-Hidden-Faith-Of-The-Founding-Fathers--..   <<<<.. Maybe take a view of the "Other

side of the Coin"
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5 G will get cranked up this Fall before the elections sickening and killing many. People will be deceived and believe it is a killer

virus causing them to run to the enemy and beg for more jabs. Elections will be affected and disrupted. Food shortages galore.

Panic and fear will be the main distraction and controllers.
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yes brianallen1  you are correct.. this fall will be a DeadlyFall just in time for Halloween... The Arst city to have 100% 5G in BC

Canada,,,keep you eyes and ears there for death rates and unusual activities..city is " Nanaimo" on VI
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Covid is a total scam. I very much doubt the Covid-19 virus even exists and if it does, it poses no risk to reasonably healthy people-

unless they are placed under massive out of the ordinary stress from other factors. They have relabeled deaths from all causes:

Infectious and non- infectious and end of life into Covid "linked" deaths with their fraudulent PCR tests. Without question the globalists

and their government and public health puppets have used this nonsense to coerce some unwilling people and to get many weak

minded, weak willed and weak bodied people to voluntarily line up for immune system and health sabotaging euthanasia shots. I look

at the globalists and their puppet politicians and what I see are weak, unhealthy and moronic Alth who really should eliminate

themselves Arst, since they believe in eugenics. The delusional bunch of globalists more closely resemble something brown [oating

down the sewer than Gods.
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This wasn’t an accident. We’ve had plenty of time to realize what’s happening. This was planned and organized years in advance. Even

the patents Aled reveal damning evidence.  All of this had been revealed in The Bible, and for those of you who don’t know where to

look, but are curious, you can start in Matthew Chapter 24.
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There is NO VIRUS Virus = dead cell debris Bacteria = debris eaters No virus’ has ever been isolated in the real sense of the word let

alone shown to cause disease It’s a Rockefeller fraud started by Louis Pasteur, a fraud thought germs came from outside into the body

Pierre Bechamp knew that terrain was important for health & only toxins caused by the terrain caused disease from the inside Come

on Joseph End Germ THEORY’ www.bitchute.com/.../B1d2a6rJWAhr
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Great point. However, the immune system is real, and so immune-system health is what should be considered.
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On and on, this hoax goes! Why are you STILL discussing this idiocy? I have yet to see ANYONE - even sick, from this phantom virus!

There are 100 different things/diseases that make people sick. In more than two and a half years now, it's been nothing but COVID,

COVID, COVID! No mention of even the cold or [u - as if they just disappeared. If you listen to the talking heads; when they tell you that

people aren't catching the cold of [u, because the nanobot shot is "protecting" them - then you're already too far gone! "Covid" is

nothing but a mass distraction and a means to an end; as I and some prominent doctors and scientists have stated from the very

beginning. That "end" is what we all need to be focused on!

Very few people seem to be able to see what's on the horizon. Well; within another 2-3 years, it should become crystal clear. In the

meantime, millions more people are going to die; and it's NOT going to be from any "cold/[u" virus! Watching the zombie masses

meandering throughout the city, with the mask blocking their oxygen intake while they stare down at their "smart" phone - even while

crossing an intersection - tells me all I need to know about where this society is headed! I'm in my 70's now and still haven't been sick

(at all) from this allegedly "deadly" virus. Amazing, isn't it! Any "waking up" to be done, should have been done before the covid psyops

even got off the ground. There is no time left.
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I 100% agree.
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Thanks, Kat.
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Yes, Randy. You just reminded me of an incident that occurred a couple of months ago. I was in my car behind some guy

apparently "asleep" at the wheel with his mask on. The light turned green for us to turn right and he was still sitting there. I

yelled out of my window for him to wake up and go (it was a beautiful spring day and most people had their car windows down).

He snapped out of it, turned right then fully accelerated to a red light about 50 feet ahead and smashed in the back of the cars

waiting at that light. He caused a four car accident because he hit that car so hard and fast. I foresaw what the outcome was

going to be ahead of time when he mashed down on the accelerator, so I got in the other lane slowly and just stayed back. I

would say "unbelievable," but not anymore...
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The PSA's "taxpayer funded" ads are ramping up again on daily WHU-FLU case counts as we approach Fall and elections to

heightened those afraid. All the same players in all the same positions doing exactly what they have always done. ZERO

accountability ANYwhere to be found. Just continued execution of the greater agenda by those behind the curtain. Its's not like

we don't know who they are either and yet the beat goes on...
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Shannon; this is only the beginning of total chaos! Brodie; thanks...I know the game, all too well.
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I am 81 and still not dead or even sick, never even had covid.
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Dordee; Not sick or dead? Not to worry...I'm sure that they have a "vaccine" for that!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 6:10:04 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

Fourcauses
Joined On 1/23/2021 10:37:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the craaap presented in this article, the players, theories, jargon, is nothing more than a DISTRACTION. Anyone following this path

is led astray. Remember, the virus only exists in silicon form on a computer. This article is designed as a distraction - it keeps people

from seeing the truth, and gives them a false picture, simultaneously.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 7:46:31 AM
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Sunfacejack1
Joined On 1/13/2021 6:30:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is no such thing as Covid or SARS. Its a construct to implement a solution to destroy the gullible and those that believe in the

media and its working. As of today there is zero evidence of anything called a virus, never mind the rubbish called SARS. No isolation

and proof exists except in a computer generated database. The only place you will see it is in a computer generated graphic and in a

VR headset. The objective is population reduction, the tool is the injectable weaponized poisons masqueraded as a vaccination. Those

who fell for the pseudo-science of virology will also succumb. Suggested reading

www.lewrockwell.com/2022/07/dr-igor-shepherd/if-you-still-do-not-belie..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/2/2022 1:56:58 AM
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Turfseer
Joined On 5/29/2021 9:45:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is ridiculous. There is no Covid. It is a computer simulated concoction. It was never isolated. Believing that it can be created in a

laboratory and somehow "releeased" into the atmosphere as a result of an "accident" just helps the powers that be create more fear

and hence control over an uncritical, compliant population.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 3:22:48 PM
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am with you. I think there are just some generally unhealthy people being labeled as having Covid to further the globalist

control and depopulation agenda.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 9:01:48 PM

" Like  # Dislike

 

mariusmioc
Joined On 7/7/2021 2:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Covid is 100% a political, not a medical problem. it started from the need of Chinese Communist Party to stop the unrest of the

population in Wuhan and Hong Kong, which was dangerous for Chinese leadership. Their plan worked brilliant, and has nothing to do

with a dangerous virus. libertarianeurope.com/politics/did-covid-19-pandemic-start-as-a-smokes..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 1:29:25 PM
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mariusmioc
Joined On 7/7/2021 2:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, it is nothing catastrophic about covid-19. The only catastrophic things were the measures taken to Aght with covid. Lab lek theory

is just fear porn: off-guardian.org/2021/06/07/the-wuhan-lab-leak-story-is-just-more-fear..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 1:27:17 PM
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kni4266
Joined On 9/21/2017 12:47:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No; they are just keeping us going on the story that it was a VIRUS at all. You see, no viruses at all have ever been isolated. People

have been getting more and more sick over time due to the bad diets, genetics, poisoning, nutrient deAciencies, STRESS, EMF's and

more. As even Pasteur admitted in the end, "The Germ is nothing; the Terrain is everything." Do your research folks. Pasteur vs

Be'champ, etc.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 11:22:01 AM
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PRE60565
Joined On 3/12/2018 12:03:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These are the type of Deep State fabricated LIES that make YOU want to believe that it was an "accident." Believe me, folks it was NO

ACCIDENT as Mercola suggests. It was a deliberate attach on America to oust Trump. My only question is--How could Mercola fall for

it!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 4:43:15 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fall for what? Dr. Mercola was the Arst person to suggest the origins of Sars-cov-2 was from the Wuhan lab. He gave references

that proved the NIH funded the research through Eco Alliance from day 1.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 6:28:05 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PRE60...... you haven't been reading Dr Mercola long ~ now have you?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 7/1/2022 11:11:47 AM

" Like  # Dislike
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